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ABSTRACT
The plasma focus can be used to generate high temperature
and high density plasmea. Neon-like piaam~ have previously been studied in Z-pinch- and Iaaer produced
pleam~ ea sourcee for XUV and X-ray l~ers.
The plasma focus providee a simple and inexpensive source for studying atomic
physics of highly ionized atome. A detailed understanding Gf atomic physics at high
temperature,
densitiez, and megagauss magnetic fields is necezsary for poesible X-ray
laser deeigne. Methods that are generally used for obtaining
population
inversions
include collisional ionization of the inner shells of multi-el~tron
stoma and iono, ph~
toexcitation, and ●lectron colliaional excitation of ions, colliaional combination of ions,
and atom-ion remnant chargeexchange.
We will discuss some pomible experiments
to help understand
the atomic physics
under the ●bove condition.
Some ideaa and calculations
will be given to ohow the
femlibility of doing ●tomic physics relating to X-ray laaers with a plazma focus.

xperiments have ken used to create high density and temperature
Phama focun ●
(1 to 3-Kev) plaama pinches. observation
of the pinch shmvs a significant number of
neutronn and an intense fluence of UV and x-ray radiation,
We propoee to uee this
device to study the atomic phyu!cs of highly ionized atoms which is necessary fur the
development
and undcrotanding
of x-ruy laser designs.
Other Iaboratoriee
(Sandia,
l.ivermore, 21, and otheru)’’2’3’4 have ueed gea puff z-pinc}~cs and high power Iaaers
for the same purpoee, The p!asma focus machine ie prc~ently working at Los Alamos
could serve ae n convenient tool for these
and due to its simplicity ●nd versatility
studica. The machine paramctero (density and temperature)
compare favorably with
the other E stems but does not have the COIN Iexity and maintenance
requircmcnto
of them, T [ erefore, a multitude of uhots (-2(,) 1’can bc dcmc per day, which makco it
nppealing for parametric
etuclies,
,..
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The Plaama Focw Machine at IAM Alamoe uses a 72-K joule capacitor bank and
haa produced temperature
aa high aa 6 Kev and densities of several 1020 per cm9 with
dimensions of the pinched plaama column of roughly 1 mm by 1 cm. The time period of
the pinch is less than a nan~econd.
Calculations
by Hagelsteins and otherse’”e have
shown that l~”mg could occur in neon-like krypton with T, of about 1 kev and density
of about 2-3 x 1020 ems. Our aim “b not to develop a Iaaer but to do a parametric
atcmic physics study that can help devise x-ray laser schemes that can later be driven
by flux compression generators.
There are several methods for producing population inversions for XUV and x-ray
kern theee include collisional ionization and excitation of high-z atoms and ions by
el=trona; photo ionization and excitation; and charge exchange in atom-ion collisions.
Many x-ray I=er studies have concentrated
on the neon-like recombination
hiaer
schemes. Whether the excitation
is done by e!ectron coll”wiom or photon excitation,
the decay schemes are similar. In both cases we start with the ground state of 2sz2pe,
and the population
invemion is due to the difference in radiative decay rates of the
(ls)2(2s)a(2p)5
(3a) and (ls)2(2s)2(2p)s(
3p). In the case of krypton, the spontaneous
decay rate for the 3p to 3s is about 3.5 x 1010 per second and for the 3s to the ground
state of 2pe it “habout 5.1 x 1012 per second, Figure 1 shows some of the decay scheme
generally used for photon pumped and electron pumped neon-like recombination
laaere.
This figure only shows the general features and does not include the details of the
transitions.
In the electron pumped systems several channels of pumping can occur.
As shown in Fig, la an electron from the ground state can collisionally be excited to
the 3p level and since this transition
to the ground state is dipole forbidden it decays
to the 3s state which is the Iasing transition.
One can collisionally excite to the 3d
(Fig. lb) level and have two separate hwing transitions.
The system can decay via
cascadea to give the 3p – 3s I=er, or it can decay to the 3P state which quickly decays
to the ground state and leavee a population
reversion between the 3d and 3p levels, In
the photon pumped systems (Fig. lc) the aim is to photoionize from the ground state
to lU2S22p6 and then this caacadee down to the 3p – 3U Iaeer as shown in the figure.
Numerous Iaaing schemes can be devised not only in neon-like systems but in many
multiply ionized atomic systems.
A detailed study of highly-ionized
systems are therefore necessary.
There is a
need to know some of the baaic parametem that include the transition. rates, ionization
balance and & general overview of th~ spectrum,
The electron and ion temperatures
?LId
density play a crucial role in the gain of the Iaaer and we need to study these
at different implosion conditions.
For example if the . iectron density is tcm low, excitation from the ground state to the upper etates will be low and if it is too high
collisional depopulation
of the upper states will take place and will destroy the population inversion. Trapping of the 3U - 3p resonance transition that depopulates
the
lower Iasing state posses additional constraints
on the possible highest density for the
system, Optimal performance
in also determined by physical properties and the design
needs to consider excitation
uniformity and simultaneity.
The Liverrnore designs use
a high power IMer beam to produce a line focus on a target that produces the pump
electrons. In this fashion a high degree of uniformity can be maintained,
The Sandia
design uscs a gaa puff z-pinch to stagnate onto a target that generates photons that
will in turn photoexcite
the Iasing material,
Both techniques work well in producing
uniform and simultaneous
excitation
of the Ieaant,
Plasma focus has been generally overlooked for doing these types of parametric
studies,
tlowever due to its rather simple design it lends itself well to modifications
and therefore to a variety of plasma physics experiments
that can be done on the

same system.
Whether we want to obaerwe the effectn with collisional excitation,
photoionization
or studies with ion beama, the nec~ary
modifications
are minor.
The experimental
plan will be to study the x-ray spectrum as a function of electron
and ion density and temperature.
Figure 2 shows a echematic of the plasma focus and
it show the evolution of the plaama to the pinch region, The plaama ia initiated at the
left hand side of the figure and due to the J x B forceu it mcw~ to the right and finally
pinches at the end of the el~trode.
At the focus or pinch area, which is labeled by tive,
it ia pcmaible to place a variety of targeta. The targeta may conaiat of cylindrical shells
designed such that when the pinch stagna~
on the cylinder, photons are generated
that in turn photoionize and excite the laaing material in the interior of a target. Or,
the implmion (pinch) can be of the plaama of the fill gaa and in thin case high denmty
and temperature plaama “izproduced at the focus aa shuwn in Fig. 2. We have control
of the parameters
in the pinch area by changing the fill gaa, voltage on the capacitor
bank or modifying the geometry of the cylindrical target. The initial experiments
will
concentrate
on a study of atomic pararnetera with kg pton but other model gaaea will
also be used. X-ray spectroscopic
observations
will be made radially and along the
axia pinch of the pinch. Some experiments 10 have been done by othem that indicate
that ion beamn are produced along the axis of the plasma focu~. These bearna can
be used for generating population
inversion via atom-ion collisions or charge exchange
due to the promotion of electrons along molecular orbitaln during a collision. The ion
beamz, if they are essentially monoenergetic,
can also be used to determine transition
probabilities
aa done with beam-foil techniques.ll’la’ls
Numerous stateof-thc+art
diagnostic methods are available to us. These include
spectrometers
ana pinhole cameraa that use microchannel
plate intensified and gated
detectors. The x-ray spectrometers
are designed to either look at several regions of the
spectra or can be used to look at the same region of spectra at different time intervals. The epectrornetem
are either grazing incidence or crystal type and typically have
resolutions of the order of a fraction of a volt. High speed (5-nsj optical multichannel
analyzers will also be available and me~urements
of electric and magnetic fields in the
plasma region and the fields will be determined
by spectral line splittings.
In conclusion, the aim is to develop techniques on pl~ma
studiez, We will observe effects of density and temperature
and
at later development of soft x-ray lasers, We believe plaama
tool and that it can provide insight to the probhwnn associated

focus
other
focus
with

for atomic physics
parametem aimed
can be a versatile
x-ray laser design.
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CAPTIONS

Fig. 1, Possible transitions
of electron collieionid pumping are shown in a) and b).
Lasing transitions
are noted, Photon-excited
transitions
are shown in c , The atom
delays via caacadea to the Iasing transitions,
Note: this is only a partia I delay
scheme, many transitions
are left out.
Fig. 2. Evolution of the plaama focus sheath, The plasma is initiated a! the insulator and the J x J!?forces move it to the end of the barrel. The numbers indicate
~tag~ of the sheath motion, The number (s) indicates he imp]oaion of where focus
occurs.
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